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The issue of trust is a research problem in emerging open environments, such as ubiquitous networks.

Such environments are highly dynamic and they contain diverse number of services and autonomous

entities. Entities in open environments have different security needs from services. Trust computations

related to the security systems of services necessitate information that meets needs of each entity.

Obtaining such information is a challenging issue for entities. In this paper, we propose a model for

extracting trust information from the security system of a service based on the needs of an entity. We

formally represent security policies and security systems to extract trust information according to

needs of an entity. The formal representation ensures an entity to extract trust information about a

security property of a service and trust information about whole security system of the service. The

proposed model is applied to Dental Clinic Patient Service as a case study with two scenarios.

The scenarios are analyzed experimentally with simulations. The experimental evaluation shows that

the proposed model provides trust information related to the security system of a service based on the

needs of an entity and it is applicable in emerging open environments.

& 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Having sufficient information is a precondition for making
decisions about any property of services in emerging open
environments. Emerging open environments are expected to have
a large number of services and entities. Entities should obtain or
extract sufficient information for making decisions about services.
Depending on the goal of each entity, the amount of sufficient
information for making decisions may change. Therefore, entities
should obtain information based on their needs.

Since the diversity of services increases in open environments,
trust to the security of services has become a significant issue.
Security properties in computer science are defined as authentica-
tion, confidentiality, integrity, and availability (Chivers, 1994; Sun
et al., 2008; Subashini and Kavitha, 2011). On the other hand, trust
has been investigated in various fields of science, such as philosophy
and computer science (Massa, 2007; Hussain et al., 2006) however
there is no agreement about the definition and properties of trust.

Trust to the security system of a service by an entity is a
significant problem in open environments. The security system of
a service is a set of security mechanisms that are implemented
according to the security policy of the service. A security policy
is a collection of rules that allow or disallow security related
actions and events in a service (Kagal et al., 2001; Li et al., 2007;
ll rights reserved.

n.edu.tr (M. Ufuk C- ağlayan).
Patz et al., 2001). On the other hand, a security mechanism
implements security policies in the system.

1.1. Motivation

An entity should trust to security systems of services to interact
with them in emerging open environments. Therefore, assessing
the trust of the security system of a service according to needs of
an entity is becoming a significant issue. Additionally, each entity
needs a trust assessment model and information for making trust
assessments related to the security system of a service.

In literature, there are many trust computation models that
can be applied for assessing the trust of the security system of a
service based on the needs of an entity. On the other hand,
obtaining information related to the security system of a service
according to needs of an entity is not clearly addressed. One
entity may gather information for trust computations from other
entities and services. The entity may also extract information
directly from the security system of a service.

Existing trust models do not provide a solution to extract trust
information related to the security system of a service according to
needs of a specific entity. Our motivation is the lack of a model for
extracting trust information from the security system of a service
based on the needs of a specific entity in open environments.

1.2. Contributions

In this paper, we propose a model for extracting trust informa-
tion from the security system of a service in emerging open
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environments. Trust information is extracted from the security
system of a service based on the needs of an entity, the security
policy of the entity, and the security policy of the service. The
proposed model has been applied to the security system of a
management service of patients’ account as a case study. The
proposed model has been evaluated experimentally with simula-
tions in the case study. We can summarize the contributions of
our work as below.
�
 We represent the security policy of an entity and the security
policy of a service with sets of atomic units according to needs
of the entity. The set representation of security policies
provides a way to demonstrate the needs of a specific entity
from the security system of a particular service in emerging
open environments.

�
 We propose a novel model for extracting trust information

from the security system of a service. The model considers
needs of an entity from the security system of a specific
service. An entity can extract trust information related to a
specific security property and the whole security system of a
service by using the model.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is a brief
overview of trust and trust models. We examine some trust
related works in Section 3. We present our model for extracting
trust information in Section 4. In Section 5, Dental Clinic Patient
Service is presented as a case study to show contributions of
model. The paper is concluded in Section 6.
2. Trust and trust models

In this section, we review how trust is defined in different
contexts and examine the issue of trust management in computer
science. We also examine main trust models. Further, we present
our trust definition related to the security system of a service
based on the needs of a specific entity to reflect the significance of
extracted information for trust computations.

2.1. The definition of trust

Trust is investigated in different fields of science and the
definition of trust highly depends on the context and the research
field. On the other hand, there is no agreement about the
definition of trust (Massa, 2007; Raya et al., 2008; Gollmann,
2006; Bertino et al., 2006). The concept of trust is initially used in
social sciences, such as sociology and philosophy. Sociological
trust is defined as a particular level of the subjective probability
of an agent that assesses a future action of another agent in
Gambetta (1988). Subjective factors, risk, confidence, and security
are used in the definition of trust in social sciences, where trust
shows the expected behavior of an entity (Hoven, 1997; Deutsch,
1958; Misztal, 1996; Grandison and Sloman, 2000).

Despite the nature of trust is subjective, the concept of trust
has been widely used in many contexts of computer science
because it provides diverse decision making options in different
circumstances. Similar to social sciences, trust is defined in a
different manner in computer science (Raya et al., 2008; Jøsang
et al., 2007; Weeks, 2001; Kuter and Golbeck, 2007; Ryutov,
2007). For example, trust is defined as the judgment expressed by
one user about another user, often directly and explicitly, some-
times indirectly through an evaluation of the artifacts produced
by that user or her activity on the system in Massa (2007). Jøsang
et al. defines two general trust notations, namely reliability trust
and decision trust (Jøsang et al., 2007). For instance, reliability
trust is the subjective probability by which an individual expects
that another individual performs a given action on which its
welfare depends on. These definitions of trust show that trust
models are highly depend on context.

2.2. Trust management in computer science

Trust management contains trust assessment and trust based
decision making. The term trust management is first introduced
by Blaze et al. (1996), where they define the trust management
problem. All components of network services are referred as the
trust management problem. Trust management is based on a
unified mechanism, flexible to represent all trust relationships,
local control of trust relationships, and the separation of a
mechanism from a policy. The earliest trust management system
is PolicyMaker that is also introduced by Blaze et al. (1996).

After the definition of trust management was introduced,
many trust definitions related to trust management have been
made in computer science. Trust is defined as a bridge between
social needs and security solutions to cope with trust manage-
ment vulnerabilities for distributed networks (Sun et al., 2008). In
service oriented computing, informal definition of trust is the
manifestation of reasoning and judgment processes whereas
formal definition of trust is a relationship between agents A and
B (Trček, 2009). Soft trust and hard trust are defined for mobile
computing platforms in Yan (2007). Soft trust considers subjec-
tive trust standards and facts whereas hard trust builds up trust
through structural and objective regulations, standards, as well as
widely accepted rules, mechanisms and sound technologies.
Additionally, social trust is analyzed and defined from a computa-
tional perspective in Kuter and Golbeck (2007). Trust manage-
ment is studied in emergency networks for a node revocation in
ad hoc networks of cell phones by using a threshold cryptography
based scheme in Durresi et al. (2009). These researches show the
diverse usage of the term trust management in computer science.

2.3. Trust models in computer science

In computer science, trust has three general models that
determine the degree of trust relationship between two entities.
The first model is the direct trust model that is established
through observations (Andert et al., 2002). In the second trust
model, trust is transmitted through third parties that is called
transitive trust model (Sun et al., 2008; Andert et al., 2002). The
transitive trust model is also referred as the indirect trust model
(Sun et al., 2008; Krukow, 2006; Yan, 2007). The assumptive trust
model is the formal name of the spontaneous trust model and
does not necessitate any validation process (Andert et al., 2002).
In this paper, our model is a direct trust model.

2.4. Our definition of trust

While diverse number of trust definitions exists in computer
science, this may lead us to confusion about trust relationships in
the context of security (Gollmann, 2006). We define trust as the
security expectation of an entity from a service according to
available security evaluation information of that entity. In this
paper, the available security evaluation information is the
extracted trust information related to the security system of a
service according to needs of a specific entity.
3. Overview of trust related work

Trust has been investigated over many years and still attract-
ing academicians as an emerging research field. In this section,
we examine some existing trust research related to security in
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computer science. Particularly, we concentrate to examine exist-
ing works that contain models for extracting or obtaining infor-
mation for trust computations. The goal of this section is to show
the difference of our model from existing trust research.

Trust propagation is significant for an entity to obtain infor-
mation for recent trust computations. Generally, trust is deter-
mined primarily in a source and then it is transmitted to a
destination according to different models. For example, a frame-
work for propagation of trust and distrust is proposed by
considering different circumstances in Guha et al. (2004). A more
specific study about propagation of trust and distrust considers
co-citations (Zhu et al., 2009). Semantic based information trust
computation and propagation algorithm for semantic web is
proposed in Zhang et al. (2009). Moreover, security information
flow for trust computations is proposed in Bahtiyar et al. (2010).
These models show how an entity can gather information from
other entities or services for trust based decision making.

Contemporary services are highly dynamic and untrustworthy.
Sensitive data of the services are continuously exposed to the risk of
being delivered to final users. Intermediary actors who do not have
access rights to data are taking part to data transactions. An approach
to manage data privacy for data exchange is proposed in Canfora et al.
(2008). The approach considers the front-end trust filter paradigm.
The paradigm aims to guarantee high flexibility, reduce the resources
required, and limit pervasiveness into applications and devices.

The problem regarding security properties of communicating
agents is analyzed in Ma and Orgun (2006). Temporal belief logic is
used to show how to establish dynamic trust theories for commu-
nication protocols. A trust theory for a given security mechanism of
communication systems is presented and a global assumption set is
construct. Both the trust theory and the global assumption set are
used to show a security property. In another research, an information
gain metric is used to dynamically extract tendencies of failure of
target agents (Urbano et al., 2010). Autonomic trust extraction is also
studied for trustworthy service discovery in urban computing in Jung
and Lee (2009). The value of trust is automatically determined
according to interactions between a user and a service.

Trust Computing Group (TCG) presents a secure computing
environment and a testing prototype to solve trust problems of the
secure computing environment (Zhang et al., 2008). Specifically, the
prototype intends to eliminate the gap between TCG specifications
and product implementations. An automata theory is introduced as a
test mechanism to achieve TPM specification compliance test, vali-
date chain of trust compliance by analyzing TCG-BIOS, and use
reflection mechanism to test each layer of TSS. The significance of
this research is that it divides the entire system into pieces and begins
to calculate trust according to these pieces.

Ad-hoc networks are another popular context for the trust
research. For instance, trust metrics related to ad-hoc networks
are evaluated in Theodorakopoulos and Baras (2006). An example
related to trusted routing in mobile ad-hoc networks is presented
in Peng et al. (2010). A more specific study that considers
essentials for developing a good trust management system for
wireless sensor networks is presented in Lopez et al. (2010).

Although these researches contain many contributions to
trust, none of them presents a solution that describes the way
to extract trust information from the security system of a service
based on the needs of a specific entity. In our model, each entity
can extract trust information from the security system of a service
based on its current needs from that service.
Fig. 1. Security policy enforcement hierarchy.
4. Extracting trust information

In open environments, each entity has its own needs from the
security system of a service to establish trust. Entities in such
environments are expected to compute the trust of the security
system of a service based on their present needs. On the other
hand, trust computations necessitate information so entities have
to extract information. Moreover, the entities have to represent
their needs from a security system formally and the security
system has to be represented in a formal manner.

4.1. Environment

Software applications and autonomous agents that represent
users in open environment are entities in our model. An entity
may be a web application on the Internet, where the web
application is used by a person. An entity may also be a software
agent that is responsible to accomplish a given task autono-
mously. On the other hand, a service can provide many different
services to entities. In this paper, we are interested in security
aspects of a service so a service represents a security policy and a
security system.

The proposed model is for emerging open environments. An
emerging open environment is expected to be a dynamic envir-
onment and contain diverse number of entities and services,
where each entity and service may run on many different plat-
forms. For example, such entities and services may run on a PDA,
a cell phone, a data center, etc. Additionally, they can commu-
nicate over a ubiquitous network.

4.2. Security policy and security mechanism

A security policy is a collection of rules that allow or disallow
possible actions, events, or something related to the security of an
entity or a service. A security system is a set of security mechan-
isms. The security system of a service is a set of security
mechanisms enforced according to the security policy of the
service. A security mechanism of a service is an application to
enforce rules of a security policy or could also be interpreted as a
security property.

Security policies have different granularities. High level secur-
ity policies are close to natural languages and they are sometimes
represented with formal natural languages. Briefly, high level
security policy languages are derivatives of natural languages that
are modified according to needs of an application. On the other
hand, low level security policies are formal specifications of high
level security policies. Therefore, low level security policy speci-
fications are expected to be enforced directly to systems. Figure 1
shows general security policy enforcement hierarchy.

Security policy of an entity represents its security needs from
the security system of a service. However, the security system of a
service is an enforcement of the security policy of the service.



Fig. 2. Relations among the security policy of an entity, the security policy of a

service, and the security system of the service according to the entity point of

view: (a) expected relations, (b) real relations.
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Therefore, the security system of a service may not comply with
the security policy of an entity. The relation between the security
policy of an entity and the security system of a service is shown in
Fig. 2a. Briefly, the security system of a service is an enforcement
of the security policy of the service, but an entity actually needs
to determine the degree the security system enforces its
security policy.

The security system of a service may not apply all features of
the security policy of the service. The amount of the enforcement is
an indicator of trust for an entity so the amount of the enforcement
is significant to extract information for trust computations.

The security policy of a service represents the expected
behavior of the security system of the service from the service
point of view. Additionally, the security policy of an entity
represents expected security relations of the entity with services.
Therefore, the relation between the security policy of an entity
and the security policy of a service is a part of information for
trust computations as shown in Fig. 2b.

High level security policies of entities and services have to be
represented formally according to needs of each specific entity to
extract trust information. Additionally, the security system of a
service has to be represented in a formal manner. In our model, an
entity represents security policies and security mechanisms with
sets of atomic units according to its own needs.

In the proposed model, each entity has access to security
policies and security systems of services. Specifically, services
send their security policies to entities on the request of the
entities. Entities then process and represent the received security
policy and the security system of a service according to their own
needs. Therefore, each entity may have different representations
of security policies and security systems.

Entities and services may have different security policies
depending on their specific needs. For example, some entities
and services may have access control policies while some others
may have communication security policies. On the other hand,
some other entities and services may have both access control
policies and communication security policies.

4.3. Representation of security policy by atomic units

We represent a security policy with atomic units according to
needs of an entity from a specific service. An atomic unit may be a
rule of a security policy or a set of rules of the security policy. For
instance, assume that the security policy of an entity has two
rules that define the expected access control behavior of a service
with which services the entity interacts. The first rule defines
access control to a service from intranet and the second rule
defines access control from the Internet, where intranet is
expected to have more trustworthy entities than the Internet
has. Therefore, the first rule necessitates more strict access
control than the second rule. If the trustworthiness of intranet
differs from the trustworthiness of the Internet on an entity, the
entity represents two rules with separate atomic units. On the
other hand, another entity may not distinguish the Internet and
intranet so the entity may represents the two rules with a single
atomic unit.

Set Ps
cðtÞ ¼ fp1, . . . ,pmg represents the security policy of service

c in an entity, where mAZþ and pj denotes an atomic unit of set
Ps

cðtÞ. A security policy of an entity is also represented with a set of
atomic units in the entity. Set Pe

cðtÞ ¼ fp1, . . . ,png represents the
security policy of an entity related to service c in that entity,
where nAZþ and pk denotes an atomic unit of set Pe

cðtÞ.
Assume that the security policy of an entity has two rules

related to security expectations from the online ticked reservation
service of an airlines. The first rule is Passengers’ information are

encrypted and then stored, whereas the second rule is All encryp-

tions are carried out on a Trusted Platform Module on the service.
Additionally, assume that the entity represents the first rule with
atomic unit CRYPTO and the second rule with atomic unit TPM. In
this case, the set representation of the security policy of the entity
is Pe

airðtÞ ¼ fCRYPTO,TPMg. On the other hand, assume that the
security policy of an airline online ticked reservation service has
the first rule only so the security policy of the service is
represented with Ps

airðtÞ ¼ fCRYPTOg. Note that security policies
may be dynamic and needs of an entity may change in course of
time so the elements of a set may change with time.

Either an entity or a service may have complex security
policies. The complexity of a security policy depends on the
amount of rules and dependencies among the rules. An entity
represents only some parts of its security policy, which are
related to services depending on its needs from that services.
For example, the security policy of an entity may contain rules
that are about relationships with other entities, which rules are
not related to services. Therefore, the entity does not represent
these rules to extract trust information.

In this paper, an entity has one security policy that security
policy defines all requirements of the entity with rules. Similarly,
a service has a unique security policy that defines requirements of
the service with rules from its security system.

4.4. Representation of security system by atomic units

We represent the security system of a service from the point of
view of an entity with atomic units. Each entity can extract
information about all atomic units of the security system of a
specific service. Because the security system of a service is a set of
security mechanisms, the atomic unit representation of the
security system of a service is an atomic unit representation of
security mechanisms according to needs of a specific entity.

An atomic unit can be a property of a security mechanism or
some properties of the security mechanism. Additionally, an
atomic unit can be a security mechanism or a set of security
mechanisms. For instance, assume that the security system of a
service has a password based authentication mechanism and a
digital certificate authentication mechanism. The password based
authentication mechanism has two properties namely, the mini-
mum length of a password constraint and the password content
constraint. An entity may represent the length of a password
constraint and the content of a password constraint with different
atomic units. On the other hand, another entity may represent the
password based authentication mechanism with a single atomic
unit. Moreover, some other entities may represent both the
password based authentication mechanism and the digital signa-
ture based authentication mechanism with one atomic unit.
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The security system of service c in an entity is represented
with a set of atomic units FcðtÞ ¼ fj1, . . . ,jug, where uAZþ . An
atomic unit of set FcðtÞ is denoted with ji. For example, assume
that the security system of the online reservation service of an
airline uses an encryption mechanism to store its internal data,
which is represented with FairðtÞ. The service may use DES

symmetric key algorithm, AES 128 or AES 256 asymmetric key
algorithms for encryptions. In addition, the service may use one of
the two different mechanisms for authentications, namely the
digital signature based authentication mechanism DSS or the
password based authentication mechanism PW. In this case, set
FairðtÞmay have five atomic units according to needs of an entity,
fDES,AES128,AES256,DSS,PWg.

Each entity may have different granularities for representations
of atomic units due to resource costs of entities. It is expected that if
all entities have different granularities, the atomic unit representa-
tion of a security system will lead to better computations of trust.
For instance, symmetric encryptions may perform better than
asymmetric ones for a resource limited entity, therefore each
encryption mechanism has to be better represented with an atomic
unit. On the other hand, another entity may not have a resource
limitation so that the entity may use any encryption mechanism and
all encryption mechanisms may be represented with one atomic
unit, such as FairðtÞ ¼ fCRYPTO,DSS,PWg, where in this case, the
atomic unit CRYPTO represents DES, AES128, and AES256 in an
aggregated form.

4.5. Trust information

An entity expects that the security policy of a service is the
same as with its security policy. The entity has rules in its security
policy that describe its security needs from the security system of
a service. A service has also rules in its security policy that
describe its needs from its security system. Briefly, the security
policy of a service may differ from the security policy of an entity.
If the security policy of service c is different from the security
policy of an entity and the entity needs to obtain information
from that service for trust computations, the security policy of the
service has fewer rules than the security policy of the entity.
Formally, 9Pe

cðtÞ949Pp
c ðtÞ9. The case where security policy of the

service has more rules than the security policy of the entity is
trivial and does not concern us.

The rules of the security policy of an entity that represent
needs of the entity from the security system of a service are a
subset of all rules of the entity’s security policy. Similarly, the
rules of the security policy of a service that are related to needs of
a specific entity may be a subset of all rules of the security policy
of the service.
4.5.1. Expected sets

Although an entity expects the security policy of a service to
be the same with its security policy, the security policy of the
service is usually different from the security policy of the entity.
Therefore, an entity has an expected security policy related to a
specific service. The expected security policy related to service c is
represented with set Pxs

c ðtÞ. Set Pxs
c ðtÞ has equal number of

members with set Pe
cðtÞ that means 9Pe

cðtÞ9¼ 9Pxs
c ðtÞ9.

Actually, an entity uses binary relations between set Pe
cðtÞ and

set Pxs
c ðtÞ to extract trust information. Therefore, missing atomic

units are used to complete the security policy of a service as
shown with triangles for set Pxs

c ðtÞ in Fig. 3. A missing atomic unit

stands for an absent rule in the security policy of the service.
Missing atomic units do not exist in set Ps

cðtÞ.
The security system of a service may not satisfy its security

policy. Because the security policy of a service is dynamic, the
security system of the service is also expected to be dynamic.
However, the security system of a service may not be updated
immediately when the security policy is updated. Additionally,
the security system may be implemented incorrectly or it may be
incomplete. Therefore, the security system may not represent
correct enforcement of its security policy. In other words, set FcðtÞ

may not have atomic units that are needed to represent all
relations between atomic units of set FcðtÞ and atomic units of
set Ps

cðtÞ. Moreover, set FcðtÞ may not have atomic units that are
needed to represent all relations between atomic units of set FcðtÞ

and atomic units of set Pxs
c ðtÞ. Therefore, an entity has the

expected security system of service c that meets requirements
for the representation of relations between atomic units of set
FcðtÞ and atomic units of set Pxs

c ðtÞ.
The expected security system of service c is represented with

Fx
cðtÞ and the relations between set Pxs

c ðtÞ and set Fx
cðtÞ are shown

in Fig. 3. Similar to the expected security policy representation of
a service, we use missing atomic units to complete set Fx

cðtÞ. A
missing atomic unit in Fx

cðtÞ is represented with a square as shown
in Fig. 3. Note that FcðtÞ does not contain missing atomic units.

An atomic unit of set Pxs
c ðtÞ may be related to one atomic unit

or more than one atomic unit of set Fx
cðtÞ as shown in Fig. 3.

Moreover, each atomic unit of set Fx
cðtÞ may have different

weights on an atomic unit of set Pxs
c ðtÞ. The weight of atomic unit

jiAFx
cðtÞ on atomic unit pjAPxs

c ðtÞ is represented with wj,iðtÞ,
where wj,iðtÞA ½0;1� and wj,iðtÞ satisfies the following condition:

X
8ji AFx

c ðtÞ

wj,iðtÞ ¼ 1, pjAPxs
c ðtÞ: ð1Þ
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If there is no relation between two atomic units, then
wj,iðtÞ ¼ 0. The value of wj,iðtÞ represents the significance of atomic
unit ji related to atomic unit pj for extracting trust information.
For instance, if wj,iðtÞ ¼ 0:6 and wj,rðtÞ ¼ 0:4, then atomic unit ji is
more significant than atomic unit jr to extract trust information
related to atomic unit pj, where ji,jr AFx

cðtÞ. Additionally, if
atomic unit pj is related only to one atomic unit, such as to
atomic unit ji, then wj,iðtÞ ¼ 1.
4.5.2. Satisfaction factors

An atomic unit of a security system may not be able to satisfy
its specification fully because of many reasons, such as imple-
mentation problems and security policies of organizations. For
example, assume that an atomic unit of the security system of a
service specifies an acceptable password for the authentication
mechanism of the service, where a password has to contain at
least two capital letters and the password length has to be at least
eight characters. If a service allows an entity to determine a
password with less than two capital letters but does not allow
determining the password length to be less than eight characters,
the atomic unit of the security system partially satisfies its
specifications.

The satisfaction factor of an atomic unit of a security system

represents the satisfaction ratio of the atomic unit based on the
needs of a specific entity. The satisfaction factor related to the
expected security system of service c is represented with stsi(t),
where stsiðtÞA ½0;1� and jiAFx

cðtÞ. If atomic unit ji fully satisfies
its specifications, then stsiðtÞ ¼ 1. On the other hand, if atomic unit
ji does not satisfies any of its specifications or it is a missing
atomic unit, stsiðtÞ ¼ 0. Otherwise, 0ostsiðtÞo1. A satisfaction
factor depends on needs of an entity and the security policy of a
service on which the security policy is implemented. Therefore,
the value of a satisfaction factor is dynamic.

The satisfaction factor of atomic unit of a security policy shows
how much the security policy of service c satisfies the rule in the
expected security policy of the service. We represent the satisfac-
tion factor of atomic unit pjAPxs

c ðtÞ with stpjðtÞA ½0;1�. Satisfaction
factor stpj(t) is the weighted sum of satisfaction factors of
corresponding atomic units in Fx

cðtÞ, which is computed as below:

stpjðtÞ ¼
X

8ji AFx
c ðtÞ

wj,iðtÞstsiðtÞ, pjAPxs
c ðtÞ: ð2Þ
4.5.3. Histories

The security policy of a service and its corresponding security
system is in general time varying. Modeling such time variability
is significant to extract additional information for more sensitive
trust computations. An entity may have more trust to the security
system of a service if the security system is improved according to
needs of the entity. On the other hand, a change in the security
policy of a service or a change in the security system of the service
may result in lower trust to the security system on the entity.
Specifically, atomic units of the security policy of a service and
atomic units of the security system of the service may change
with time. Histories of these changes provide information for
trust computations.

The history of atomic unit jiAFx
cðtÞ represents changes of the

atomic unit in relation to atomic unit pjAPxs
c ðtÞ according to needs

of a specific entity related to service c. We represent the effect of
history of atomic unit jiAFx

cðtÞ with hsss
j,i ðtÞ, where pjAPxs

ðtÞ and
hsss

j,i ðtÞA ½�1;1�. The history effect may be positive or negative and
it changes with time. Moreover, all history effects that are related
to atomic unit pj are combined as following, where hsss

j ðtÞ

represents the combined histories of atomic units in Fx
ðtÞ that
is related to atomic unit pj:

hsss
j ðtÞ ¼

X
8ji AFx

c ðtÞ

hsss
j,i ðtÞ, pjAPxs

c ðtÞ: ð3Þ

Similar to histories of atomic units of set Fx
cðtÞ, an atomic unit

of set Pxs
c ðtÞ has a history that represents changes in that atomic

unit according to needs of a specific entity. We represent the
effect of the history of atomic unit pjAPxs

c ðtÞ with hssp
j ðtÞA ½�1;1�.

Since atomic units of set FcðtÞ are enforcements of atomic
units of set Ps

cðtÞ, an atomic unit of set Ps
cðtÞ is also affected by

histories of related atomic units of set FcðtÞ. Therefore, the overall

history effect on atomic unit pjAPxs
c ðtÞ depends on histories of

related atomic units of set Fx
cðtÞ and the history of the atomic unit

of set Pxs
c ðtÞ. The overall history effect related to atomic unit pj is

represented with hjðtÞA ½�1;1� and is computed as below:

hjðtÞ ¼min ð1,max ½�1,hsss
j ðtÞþhssp

j ðtÞ�Þ: ð4Þ

The combination of the overall history effect and the weighted
sum of satisfaction factors of an atomic unit in set Pxs

c ðtÞ is the
information extracted for trust computations from the security
policy of a service and related security system. We call trust

information of an atomic unit in set Pxs
c ðtÞ for such information.

Trust information related to atomic unit pjAPxs
c ðtÞ is represented

with tajðtÞA ½0;1� and is computed as following:

tajðtÞ ¼

1, stpjðtÞþhjðtÞ41

0, stpjðtÞþhjðtÞo0

stpjðtÞþhjðtÞ, otherwise

8><
>:

ð5Þ

4.5.4. Perception factor

An entity can extract trust information related to a specific
atomic of its set Pe

cðtÞ or all atomic units of the set according to its
present needs from the security system of service c. In our model,
each atomic unit of set Pe

cðtÞ depends on an atomic unit of set Ps
cðtÞ.

Therefore, trust information of an atomic unit of set Pe
cðtÞ depends

on the trust information of an atomic unit of set Pxs
c ðtÞ. Moreover,

each entity can perceive trust information of an atomic unit of set
Pxs

c ðtÞ differently so entities have a perception factor for each
atomic unit of set Pe

cðtÞ. The perception factor shows the effect of
atomic unit pjAPxs

c ðtÞ to atomic unit pkAPe
cðtÞ and is represented

with pk,jðtÞA ½0;1�. If atomic unit pj fully affects atomic unit pk,
pk,jðtÞ ¼ 1. If pk,jðtÞ ¼ 0, atomic unit pj does not affect atomic unit
pk or atomic unit pj is a missing atomic unit. Briefly, a perception
factor shows the belief of an entity to information received from a
service related to a specific atomic unit of set Pe

cðtÞ. A perception
factor is private of an entity so it may differ from one entity to
another one.

4.5.5. Trust metrics

Extracted trust information related to an atomic unit in set
Pe

cðtÞ consists of all trust information extracted from the security
system of a service based on needs an entity. Specifically,
extracted trust information is a combination of information
extracted from the security policy of a service and the security
system of the service. Additionally, it depends on the perception
of the entity. Extracted trust information from service c in an
entity related to atomic unit pkAPe

cðtÞ is represented with
ikðtÞA ½0;1� and is computed as following.

ikðtÞ ¼ pk,jðtÞtajðtÞ, pkAPe
cðtÞ, pjAPxs

c ðtÞ: ð6Þ

While extracted trust information related to an atomic unit of
set Pe

cðtÞ shows the trustworthiness of the atomic unit, extracted
trust information related to all atomic units of set Pe

cðtÞ shows the
trustworthiness of the security system of service c. Extracted trust
information related to all atomic units is a weighted sum of
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extracted trust information related to each atomic unit of set Pe
cðtÞ.

The impact factor of an atomic unit in set Pe
cðtÞ shows how much

the extracted trust information related to the atomic unit con-
tributes to all extracted trust information. The impact factor of
atomic unit pkAPe

cðtÞ is represented with impkðtÞA ½0;1� and it
satisfies the condition shown with Eq. (7). If impkðtÞ ¼ 1, extracted
trust information related to atomic unit pk has maximum impact
to the computation of all extracted trust information. Whereas, if
impkðtÞ ¼ 0, extracted trust information related to atomic unit pk

has no impact:
X

8pk APe
c ðtÞ

impkðtÞ ¼ 1: ð7Þ

We represent extracted trust information related to all atomic
units of set Pe

cðtÞ according to needs of an entity from the security
system of service c with iðtÞA ½0;1�. Extracted trust information
related to all atomic units is computed as following.:

iðtÞ ¼
X

8pk APe
c ðtÞ

impkðtÞikðtÞ: ð8Þ

The value of ikðtÞ shows the trustworthiness of atomic unit
pkAPe

cðtÞ and the value of iðtÞ shows the trustworthiness of the
security system of service c based on the needs of an entity. For
instance, ikðtÞ ¼ 1 means that atomic unit pk has maximum
trustworthiness on the entity. On the other hand, if iðtÞ ¼ 0, the
security system of the service is not trustworthy according to
needs of a specific entity.

Consequently, our contribution is to show a way to extract
trust information for complicated trust computations. Trust
information is extracted from the security system of a service
based on the needs of a specific entity. The security policy of the
entity and the security policy of the service contribute to extract
trust information. We have two types of trust information. The
first type of information is related to a specific security property
of a service, whereas, the second type is related to all security
system of the service.
5. Case study: dental clinic patient service

We have simulated the proposed model with a case study and
have conducted several experiments. The case study and experi-
ments have two objectives. The first objective is to illustrate the
applicability of the proposed model on a realistic application. The
second objective is to show the effects of changes in a security
policy and in a security system to extracting trust information.
Therefore, the case study is about extracting trust information
from a dental clinic patient service according to needs of a person.
Experiments are conducted with two scenarios. In the first
scenario, we have analyzed the effect of changes in security
system of a service. In the second scenario, we have investigated
effects of changes in the security policy of the service and in the
security policy of an entity.

We simulated the scenarios and showed the performance
results based on our proposed model. Simulations were carried
out by using MATLAB R2009b version 7.9.0.529 that run on a PC
with Intel Core 2 Duo E8400 3.00 GHz processor and 3GB of RAM.

5.1. Case study overview

Suppose that security policies and security systems of dental
clinics are public for potential patients who wish to get appoint-
ments from the Internet. Suppose also that a patient has dental
problems and she needs to get an appointment from a dental
clinic close to her location. There are many dental clinics close to
the patient’s location. Dental clinics store patients’ records on
data storages that are accessible from the Internet. However, the
patient knows that some clinics have weak security systems of
their patients’ record management service. Therefore, medical
records may be revealed by an adversary.

Medical privacy is significant for the patient so that a dental
clinic has to keep patients’ medical records from being revealed to
other people. If medical records of the patient are revealed, the
personal life of the patient will be affected. Moreover, the patient
may have financial problems, such as increasing of insurances
costs. On the other hand, the patient has some positive recom-
mendations about a dentist in dental clinic BDENT. Before getting
an appointment from the dentist in BDENT, the patient needs to
assess the trust of the security system of BDENT Patient Service.

The patient has a software agent (PA) that represents herself
on the Internet, where the software agent is the entity in this case
study. The software agent can get information related to BDENT
Patient Service and it can assess the trust of the security system of
the service according to privacy needs of the patient. Then, the
patient can decide whether to get an appointment or not by
considering the trust assessments.

The security policy of entity PA has the following rules related to
the security system of a service:
1.
 Patients’ records have to be stored in an encrypted form and
the encryption keys have to be kept secure in a hardware
device.
2.
 Dentists have to access only to their patients’ records by using
password based authentication, where passwords are stored in
an encrypted form.
3.
 The security system of a service has to contain a monitoring
mechanism for auditing all accesses to patients’ records.

According to the rules, PA represents its security policy with
three atomic units, where each atomic unit corresponds to a rule
in the security policy. The first rule is represented with atomic
unit ECE. The second and the third rules are represented with
atomic units ATE and ADE respectively. Therefore, the set repre-
sentation of the security policy of entity PA is Pe

BDENT ðtÞ ¼

fECE,ATE,ADEg.
The security policy of BDENT has following rules related to

Patient Service:
1.
 Patients’ records are stored in an encrypted form.

2.
 Dentists access only to their patients’ records by using pass-

word based authentication, where passwords are stored in an
encrypted form.

PA knows the security policy of BDENT because the security
policy is public. PA represents the security policy with two atomic
units, where ECS corresponds to the first rule and ATS corresponds
to the second rule. In this case, the set representation of the
security policy of BDENT is Ps

BDENT ðtÞ ¼ fECS,ATSg. Normally, PA
expects to see a rule in the security policy of BDENT that is related
to the third rule in its security policy, but the security policy does
not contain such a rule. Therefore, PA has a missing atomic unit in
Pxs

BDENT ðtÞ that is related to the third rule of its security policy. The
missing rule is represented with ADS so Pxs

BDENT ðtÞ ¼ fECS,ATS,ADSg.
The security system of BDENT has a password based authenti-

cation mechanism. Both passwords and patients’ records are
encrypted with an encryption mechanism. The encryption
mechanism uses AES algorithm for encryptions. However, encryp-
tion keys are not stored in a hardware device. Additionally, the
security system does not contain any monitoring mechanism for
logging accesses to patients’ records. Therefore, the set represen-
tation of the security system of BDENT has two atomic units.
Atomic unit AES represents the encryption mechanism whereas
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Fig. 6. Extracted trust information when the security system of BDENT is changed.
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atomic unit PW represents the password based authentication
mechanism. Atomic unit TPM represents a possible hardware for
storing encryption keys and atomic unit LOG represents a possible
monitoring mechanism of the security systems. Atomic units TPM

and LOG are missing atomic units in this case so the set
representation of the security system is FBDENT ðtÞ ¼ fAES,PWg

whereas the set representation of the expected security system
is Fx

BDENT ðtÞ ¼ fAES,PW ,TPM,LOGg. Relations among the sets in PA
are show in Fig. 4.

5.2. Scenario 1: effects of changes in security system

In this scenario, we examine impacts of changes in the security
system of a service related to extracted trust information. Speci-
fically, we update some security mechanisms of the security
system of BDENT and show effects of the update. Moreover, we
analyze effects of stsi(t), such that jiAFx

BDENT ðtÞ.
Because we are interested in effects of stsi(t) and changes in

the number of atomic units of the security system in this scenario,
we chose some parameters to be constant. We assume that effects
of histories are zero, hsss

j,i ðtÞ ¼ 0 and hssp
j ðtÞ ¼ 0, where pjAPxs

BDENT ðtÞ

and jiAFx
BDENT ðtÞ. The perception factors are pECE,ECSðtÞ ¼ 0:8,

pATE,ATSðtÞ ¼ 1 and pADE,ADSðtÞ ¼ 0. The impact factors are
impECEðtÞ ¼ 0:3, impATEðtÞ ¼ 0:5 and impADEðtÞ ¼ 0:2. The weight
factors are wECS,TPMðtÞ ¼ 0:3, wECS,AESðtÞ ¼ 0:7, wATS,AESðtÞ ¼ 0:4,
wATS,PW ðtÞ ¼ 0:6, and wADS,LOGðtÞ ¼ 1.

Normally, it is expected that a satisfaction factor does not
change unless there are changes in the related security mechan-
isms. However, needs of entities may change so satisfaction
factors are expected to vary with time. Therefore, values of
stsAES(t) vary between 0.85 and 0.95 in this scenario as shown in
Fig. 5.

Initially, the minimum password length has to be at least eight
characters in BDENT so that values of stsPW(t) are between 0.65
and 0.75 for 0oto10. However, the minimum password length
is changed to be at least four characters at t¼10 because some
patients do not remember their passwords and have to contact to
the security management desk, which circumstance brings addi-
tional cost to BDENT. However, IT management department of
BDENT observes that patients have low trust to services with
short password lengths therefore the minimum password length
is updated to be at least six characters at t¼20. The security
system of BDENT is updated according to these changes. PA also
changes values of the satisfaction factor related to PW to be
between 0.25 and 0.35 for 10oto20 and between 0.45 and
0.5 for t419 as shown in Fig. 5. Additionally, the security policy
of BDENT and the security system are updated simultaneously
according to these changes.
Fig. 4. Atomic relations among the sets in PA related to BDENT.
Actually, the security system of BDENT has monitoring soft-
ware that logs accesses to patients’ records. However, the mon-
itoring software has been turned off until t¼10. When the
required length of passwords are updated at t¼10, the monitor-
ing software is turned on. On the other hand, the security policy
of BDENT is never updated so PA does not consider this change
and iADEðtÞ ¼ 0 as in Fig. 6. Briefly, changes in a security system of
a service do not affect the extracted trust information if the
changes do not have corresponding rule in the security policy of
the service.

In this scenario, extracted trust information varies for some
atomic units as shown in Fig. 6. Since perception factor
pADE,ADSðtÞ ¼ 0, extracted trust information iADEðtÞ is zero. On the
other hand, extracted trust information related to other atomic
units varies all the time. However, the variance of iATEðtÞ is greater
than the variance of iECEðtÞ when the security system is updated.
For example, the atomic unit PW is updated at t¼10 and t¼20,
where iATEðtÞ changes considerably. iECEðtÞ does not vary as much
as iATEðtÞ because there is no change in atomic units AES and TPM

in FBDENT ðtÞ. These examples show that extracted trust informa-
tion related to an atomic unit of a security system depends highly
on updates of the atomic unit.

Extracted trust information related to all security system of
BDENT depends on impact factors and extracted trust information
related to each atomic unit of the security policy of PA as shown
in Fig. 6. Therefore, iðtÞ does not oscillate as iATEðtÞ does and the
value of iðtÞ varies more than the value of iATEðtÞ. This scenario
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shows that the proposed model reflects changes in the security
system of a service according to needs of an entity.

5.3. Scenario 2: effects of changes in security policies

Our goal in this scenario is to show effects of changes in the
security policy of a service and in the security policy of an entity.
Moreover, we present effects of overall history. Specifically, we
update the security policy of BDENT and the security policy of
entity PA by considering the facts in the previous scenario to
accomplish the goal.

The monitoring software is turned on without updating the
security policy of BDENT in Scenario 1. The security policy of
BDENT is updated when the monitoring software is turned on at
t¼10 in this scenario. A new rule related to the change is added to
the security policy of BDENT. The new rule is Accesses to patients’
records by dentists are logged by the monitoring software, which is
represented with atomic unit ADS. PA updates Ps

BDENT ðtÞ at t¼10,
where Ps

BDENT ðtÞ ¼ fECS,ATS,ADSg. Additionally, perception factor
pADE,ADSðtÞ is changed to be 0.6 after t¼10.

On the other hand, managers of BDENT believe that storing
patients’ records in an encrypted form brings additional cost to
manage the database. They also believe that an adversary cannot
access to the database of BDENT from the Internet or from the
physical environment. Therefore, the first rule of the security
policy of BDENT is removed at t¼25. Additionally, PA updates
Ps

BDENT ðtÞ by removing ECS from Ps
BDENT ðtÞ at t¼25. The entity also

changes perception factor to be pECE,ECSðtÞ ¼ 0 for tZ25.
Figure 7 shows changes in satisfaction factors after the

security policy updates and Fig. 8 shows changes in extracted
trust information related to the security policy change. Extracted
trust information related to a rule of the security policy of BDENT
is better reflected when there is an update in the rule. Addition-
ally, extracted trust information related to all atomic units
behaves as expected. For instance, the value of iðtÞ depends on
extracted trust information related to each individual atomic unit
as shown in Fig. 8.

The owner of PA observes that many of patients’ services of
dental clinics do not contain monitoring mechanisms. Moreover,
the dental clinics do not share their logging data related to
accesses to their security systems with entities. Therefore, the
patient updates the security policy of PA by removing the third
rule from the security policy at t¼15.

PA updates its set representations of security policies and set
representation of the security system according to the change of
its security policy. In the updated form, set Pe

BDENT ðtÞ ¼ fECE,ATEg
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changed.
after t¼15. Because atomic unit ADE is removed from set
Pe

BDENT ðtÞ, sets Ps
BDENT ðtÞ and FBDENT ðtÞ do not contain atomic

units associated with atomic unit ADE after t¼15. Therefore,
set representations are Ps

BDENT ðtÞ ¼ fECS,ATSg and FBDENT ðtÞ ¼

fAES,PWg for 15otr25. Expected set representations are
Pxs

BDENT ðtÞ ¼ fECS,ATSg and Fx
BDENT ðtÞ ¼ fTPM,AES,PWg for t415.

Since the first rule is removed from the security policy of BDENT
at t¼25, set representation of Ps

BDENT ðtÞ becomes fATSg for t425.
Because of the change in the number of atomic units of

Pe
BDENT ðtÞ, PA updates importance factors at t¼15. Specifically,

we assume that the second rule of the security policy of the entity
is more significant than the first rule. Therefore, impECE ¼ 0:35 and
impATE ¼ 0:65 for t425 in this scenario.

Effects of changes in the security policy of PA is shown in
Fig. 9. The entity removes atomics units from its sets representing
security policies and the security system that are related to the
third rule of its security policy at t¼15. Therefore, iðtÞ depends
only on iECEðtÞ and iATEðtÞ after t415. Specifically, the value of iðtÞ
slightly increases because the value of iADEðtÞ is always smaller
than values of iECEðtÞ and iATEðtÞ in this scenario. In short, our
model reflects changes in the security policy of an entity to
extract trust information related to the security of a service.

The experimental results that are shown in Figs. 5–9, do not
contain effects of histories. However, extracted trust information
usually depends on the histories. The overall history hj(t) related
to atomic unit pjAPxs

serviceðtÞ is determined according to the history
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of the security policy hssp
j ðtÞ and the history of the security system

of the service hsss
j ðtÞ. The effects of hssp

j ðtÞ and hsss
j ðtÞ to hj(t) for all

possible values of hssp
j ðtÞ and hsss

j ðtÞ are shown in Fig. 10. Addi-
tionally, trust information taj(t) related to atomic unit
pjAPxs

BDENT ðtÞ is computed according to the overall history hj(t)
and the satisfaction factor stpj(t). Possible effects of hj(t) and stpj(t)
to taj(t) are shown in Fig. 11.

Trust information of atomic unit pjAPxs
serviceðtÞ contributes to

the computation of extracted trust information related to atomic
unit piAPe

serviceðtÞ. On the other hand, each entity can evaluate
histories of security policies of services and their corresponding
histories of security system depending on their needs. Therefore,
one can apply results in Fig. 11 to the results in this case study to
see possible effects of histories.

This scenario shows that our model reflects changes in the
security policy of an entity and the security policy of a service for
extracting trust information related to the security system of the
service based on the needs of the entity. Moreover, the scenario
presents possible history effects.

The case study shows that the proposed model is applicable to
entities in open environments. Each entity can extract trust
information related to the security system of a service according
to its security policy and the security policy of the service even
though the security policies and the security system may be
dynamic. Moreover, an entity can evaluate the security system of
a service based on its present needs.
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6. Conclusion

Open environments are expected to support a large number of
various services that interact with many different autonomous
entities. Such diversity of services leads to trust problems in
entities related to security systems of services. Moreover, the
trust problems create new research challenges in emerging open
environments. One such challenge is to obtain information
related to the security system of a service for trust computations.
In this paper, we have studied the challenge of obtaining trust
information from the security system of a service in emerging
open environments.

We have proposed a model for extracting trust information
from the security system of a service based on the needs of a
specific entity in emerging open environments. The security
needs of an entity from a service are represented in the security
policy of the entity. The security system of a service is an
enforcement of the security policy of the service. Therefore, we
have considered the security policy of an entity, the security
policy of a service and the security system of the service for
extracting trust information.

In the proposed model, security policies and security systems
are represented with sets of atomic units. A security policy
consists of rules, where each rule is an atomic unit. On the other
hand, a security system consists of security mechanisms that are
represented with atomic units. Therefore, an entity has a set for
atomic units of its security policy, a set for atomic units of the
security policy of a service, and a set for atomic units of the
security system of the service. An entity only represents rules of
security policies that are related to needs of the entity from the
service. Furthermore, the entity represents only security mechan-
isms of the service that are related to needs of the entity.

In our model, an entity can extract trust information about a
specific atomic unit and trust information about all atomic units.
Specifically, an entity can extract trust information related to a
specific rule of its security policy that means the entity may need
to determine the trust of a specific security property of the
security system of a service. The entity may also need to have
trust information related to whole security system of the service
so it can extract trust information about whole security system.

A case study for Dental Clinic Patient Service of BDENT has
been presented with two scenarios to show the way to extract
trust information from the security system of a service. We
simulated the scenarios to evaluate the proposed model. In the
first scenario, we analyzed effects of changes in the security
system of the service. In the other scenario, we investigated
effects of changes in the security policy of an entity and changes
in the security policy of the service. The evaluation results show
that the proposed model can provide information about the
security system of a service based on specific needs of an entity
for trust computations in emerging open environments.

Finally, as one of the future works to be proceeded is to
analyze the proposed model with much complicated case studies.
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